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This is known as the CANDECOMP or PARAFAC or canonical polyadic or **CP decomposition**. It approximate tensors as sum of outer products or rank-1 tensors. **NNCP** imposes **non-negativity** constraints on the factor matrices to aid interpretability.
The MTTKRP is the major bottleneck for NNCP.

\[ M^{(1)} = X^{(1)}(W \odot V) \]

\[ m_{ir} = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{K} x_{ijk} v_{jr} w_{kr} \]

Standard approach is to explicitly matricise the tensor and form the Khatri-Rao product before calling DGEMM.

Can we do better? Avoid matricisation of the tensor and full Khatri-Rao products ...
Following the nested arrays lower bounds [BKR18].

**Theorem**

Any parallel MTTKRP algorithm involving a tensor with \( l_k = l^{1/N} \) for all \( k \) and that evenly distributes one copy of the input and output performs at least

\[
\Omega \left( \left( \frac{NIR}{P} \right)^{\frac{N}{2N-1}} + NR \left( \frac{l}{P} \right)^{1/N} \right)
\]

sends and receives. (Either term can dominate.)

- **Key Assumptions:** algorithm is not allowed to pre-compute and re-use temporary values.
- \( \Omega \left( NR \left( \frac{l}{P} \right)^{1/N} \right) \) is the most frequently occurring case for relatively small \( P \) or \( R \).
Reusable computations across MTTKRP.

\[ M^{(1)} = X_{(1)}(U^{(3)} \odot U^{(2)}) \quad M^{(2)} = X_{(2)}(U^{(3)} \odot U^{(1)}) \]

Utilise a “dimension tree” to store and reuse partial products [PTC13, LKL+17, HBJT18].
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PM = partial MTTKRP

mTTV = multi-Tensor-Times-Vector
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Can achieve **nearly linear** scaling since NNCP is compute bound.
Performance Plots - CPU vs GPU

Figure: CPU

Figure: GPU

4D synthetic tensor of dimensions $384 \times 384 \times 384 \times 384$ on 81 Titan nodes as a $3 \times 3 \times 3 \times 3$ grid with varying low rank.

Offloading DGEMM calls to GPU can provide 7X speedup.
Compiler Challenges and Extensions to the Sparse Setting

1. Dimension Tree ordering.
   - Combinatorial explosion for sparse case (contrasted with the single split choice for the dense case).
   - Sparse case involves growth in intermediate values.

2. Communication Pattern establishment and load balancing.
   - Automatic communicator setup given a processor grid and tensor operation.
   - Automatic data distribution using the communication-avoiding loop optimisation [Kni15, DR16].

   - Active Set orderings can be grouped in an embarrassingly parallel call.
   - Sparse case with masking matrix has a similar RHS pattern.

4. Binary Bloat
   - Separate binaries for GPU/CPU and Sparse/Dense.
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For given rank $R$ we formulate NNCP as the following optimisation problem,

$$\min_{u, v, w \geq 0} \left\| X - \sum_{r=1}^{R} \lambda_r u_r \odot v_r \odot w_r \right\|$$

- Non-linear and non-convex problem.
- Solve via Alternating Non-negative Least Squares in an iterative manner using Block Coordinate Descent.
Alternating Non-negative Least Squares (ANLS)

- Fixing all factor matrices but one results in a linear NLS problem,

\[
\min_{U \geq 0} \left\| X - \sum_{r=1}^{R} u_r \odot \hat{v}_r \odot \hat{w}_r \right\|
\]

or equivalently,

\[
\min_{U \geq 0} \left\| X(1) - U(\hat{W} \odot \hat{V})^T \right\|_F
\]

- \( \odot \) is the Khatri-Rao product (column-wise Kronecker Product) of the factor matrices.

- Utilising the identity \((A \odot B)^T(A \odot B) = A^T A \ast B^T B\), we can cast the above problem as NLS solves via normal equations.

\[
\min_{U \geq 0} \left\| X(1)(\hat{W} \odot \hat{V}) - U \left( \hat{W}^T \hat{W} \ast \hat{V}^T \hat{V} \right) \right\|_F
\]

where \( \ast \) is the Hadamard Product.